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Choices 
Some people like to eat in
And some like to eat out.
Some people like to jog at night,
While others need more light.

If you like reading books, then
Some think that you’re a snob.
I guess I don’t like _________ house,
Would you say I’m a slob?
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          Preparation 1 

You will hear five short passages. After hearing each passage, circle 
the best ending for each sentence below.

➊ Fast food is               a) homemade food.               b) convenience food.     

➋ Junk food is              a) healthy.                                 b) not healthy.

➌ Take-out food is      a) for eating at home.           b) for eating in a restaurant.

➍ Food to go is            a) to eat at home.                   b) to eat at a restaurant.

➎ To eat in is                a) to eat at home.                   b) to eat at a restaurant.

Listen to Tom and Lisa. After each person speaks, you will hear a 
statement. Mark the statement True or False.

➊   T       F      ➋    T       F       ➌    T       F       ➍     T       F
            

          Preparation 2

You will hear six short passages. After hearing each  passage, circle the 
correct definition for each word or phrase below.  

➊ a tour                         a) visiting places                     b) visiting friends

➋ hiking                        a) on foot                                  b) by car

➌ backpacking           a) expensive travel                 b) cheap travel

➍ a safari                       a) a tour to see wildlife         b) a tour to see buildings

➎ urban                         a) city                                         b) countryside

➏ rural                            a) city                                         b) countryside

Listen to Tom and Megan. After each person speaks, you will hear two 
questions. Circle the correct answer for each question. 

➊ a) How to do research.                  b) A favorite way to travel.

➋ a) Backpacking.                               b) Go on a tour.

➌ a) Go on a tour.                                 b) Backpacking.

➍ a) In the summer.                            b) In the spring.

➎ a) In rural areas.                               b) In urban areas.

➏ a) She walked a lot.                         b) She drives everywhere.

➐ a) On a cheap flight.                       b) By watching a video.

➑ a) In a hotel.                                      b) At home.
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Look at the pictures and follow the directions you hear. 

PHOTO 
GALLERY 1

Track 48, 49

1. ________   

2. ________ 

3. ________    

4. ________

a.

b.
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          Preparation 3

Listen and practice these words with the unvoiced〔th〕sound.

Listen to the following words. Check the box if the word has the 
unvoiced 〔th〕sound. 

      ➊□        ➋□         ➌□         ➍□         ➎□         ➏□
  
        ➐□        ➑□         ➒□         ➓□          □          □

Listen to the sentences and repeat. Underline the words that have the 
unvoiced 〔th〕sound. 

➊ My birth was very hard on my brother Bert.

➋ I sigh at my thigh size, which is too large.

➌ Three trees line our property.

➍ Though his thumb is hurt, he still throws the ball well.

➎ I took thirty baths before I could remove the dirty stain.

➏ I think my sink is broken. Can I bathe my cat in yours?

➐ There is a thick blanket in the third drawer.
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Look at the set of three pictures. Listen to the man. 
Answer the questions.

PHOTO 
GALLERY 2
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          Preparation 4

You will hear six short passages. After hearing each passage, circle the 
correct definition of each word or phrase below. 

➊ well-read                   a) read many books                 b) read carefully 

➋ a snob                        a) a proud person                     b) a polite person

➌ to brag                       a) to show off                             b) to learn a lot

➍ wishy-washy            a) indecisive                                b) determined

➎ a slob                          a) a tidy person                          b) a messy person

➏ narrow-minded       a) open minded                        b) close minded

Listen carefully to Lisa and Tom’s conversation first. After the 
conversation, you will hear four sentences. Circle the best ending for 
each sentence.

➊ a) travel together.            b) not travel together.

➋ a) travel a lot.                    b) read a lot.

➌ a) life experience.            b) art and music.

➍ a) snobs.                             b) slobs.

Continue listening to Tom and Lisa. While you are listening, circle the 
name that goes with each characteristic.

                                                       Tom                                      Megan

➊ wishy-washy                          T                                              M 

➋ open-minded                        T                                              M

➌ tidy                                           T                                              M

➍ messy                                       T                                              M

➎ complains a lot                     T                                              M

➏ lazy                                           T                                              M

Now, listen again and double-check your answers.
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